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Summary
Name
test
Cheryl Woods
Kevin Bowrin
Monica
Helen Salmon
Anna St.Onge
John Warren
Jess Posgate
Houman Behzadi
Sandra Morden
Alison Skyrme
Gabriela Mircea
Paulina Rousseau
David Sharron
Anthony petryk

Email
test
hsalmon@uoguelph.ca
dsharron@brocku.ca
kevin.bowrin@carleton.ca
mfazekas@uwo.ca
houman.behzadi@utoronto.ca
cawoods@uwo.ca
prousseau@utsc.utoronto.ca
sandra.morden@queensu.ca
askyrme@ryerson.ca
john.warren@carleton.ca
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jposgate@ourdigitalworld.org
apetryk@uottawa.ca
mirceag@mcmaster.ca

Afilliation
test
OCUL Geo Community moderator
University of Toronto
UTSC
University of Ottawa
University of Guelph Library
McMaster University
Carleton University
Queen's University Library
OurDigitalWorld
Ryerson
Western Libraries

I am a member of the OCUL Digital Curation Community

Yes

8

44%

No

6

33%

Not sure

3

17%

How did you hear about the Summit?
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Digital Curation listserv

7

39%

Scholars Portal listserv

1

6%

A collegue

6

33%

Digital Curation community wiki

1

6%

OCUL webiste

0

0%

Other

3

17%
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The Summit was useful to me
1

1

6%

2

1

6%

3

0

0%

4

8

44%

5

8

44%

I was able to get the information I needed about this event, when I
needed it
1

0

0%

2

1

6%

3

2

11%

4

3

17%

5

12

67%

Additional comments about the Summit wikispace and registration
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Very well organized and clear.
test
Thank you for letting me know when a spot opened up!
Well done with all the information that was needed - place, time, program, etc
easy to navigate on the web, didn't print so well, though.
It would have helped to get an email the day before to remind me about the location,
etc.
perfectly organized
Easy and very clear

The venue and set up for the Summit (location, food, AV etc.) was
appropriate and comfortable.
1

0

0%

2

1

6%

3

1

6%

4

4

22%

5

12

67%

Additional comments about venue and set up
test
Nice space, good wifi, nice display screens, tables encouraged cross-discussion.
We were told to have laptops. I think we should have been told to not bring laptops.
People would have just concentrated on the presentations more. I include myself in
the laptop distraction group.
It was a bit crowded - a bit challenging to have conversations.
room was a good size for delivering presentations but as a conference space it
seemed undersized for the gathering and catering area was congested.
Food and drink were great, and appreciated good vegetarian options
Could have used more room. A bit squished.

The format of the Summit was useful and productive
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1

0

0%

2

0

0%

3

3

17%

4

4

22%

5

11

61%

Additional comments about the format of the Summit
I was only there for the morning, but I appreciated how the presentations built upon
each other. As a presenter, the use of Google Drive for the presentations was very
handy, but it does mess with formatting, which can detract from one's flow.
test
Timing of the talks was well done, moved along quickly.
great balance between presentations/breaks
The talks were great, but there wasn't enough time for questions.
It is great to get together with colleagues not only hear about great projects and
advances but to talk with peers on such issues.

The topics and content of the Summit were useful and relevant
1

0

0%

2

2

11%

3

1

6%

4

4

22%

5

11

61%

Additional comments about the content of the Summit
test
So good to see people sharing ideas, tools, methodologies and problem solving
together.
Very helpful.
I would have liked a more technically focused summit, or maybe two streams?
I would have liked to have heard about what is being done at other universities. York
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is way ahead as is UTSC.
-it would be useful to have some pre-Summit homework or a testbed/sandbox to
play in with all the software. -maybe this is the next step? Community sets up a
testbed where we all can play around with some test data prior to meeting. It could
also be more inclusive to those who cannot travel to TO.
It is great to see tools in action.
The topics were useful. I was definitely interested in hearing more about Islandora
and Omecka. However, the talk on Islandora contained far too little information
about how Islandora looks and works in action, and far too much content about the
people involved in the project - especially at an hour and fifteen minutes.

Which part of the Summit was most useful or enjoyable?
test
Networking, hearing about others practice.
I think the theoretical and practical elements were really well balanced.
Practical Implementation of Digital Preservation Policies Also - Archivematica
Many of the talks were very informative. Opportunity to network with people from
other institutions.
I actually really liked the layout of the Summit, with the policy and project planning
sections happening in the morning and the show and tell happening in the afternoon
Overview of cases in presentations.
Absolutely.
The opening talk on policy. Discussions of specific software - the more focused
presentations
All of them
The platform specific talks (Islandora, Omeka, Archivematica) and York's reusable
policy documents.
I appreciated a good overview of several solutions and how they can work together
-- it was a good selection of topics
the presentation on policy formation (the first presentation of the day) by Nick Ruest
was particularly useful - so glad that York is willing to share the hard work that they
have done.
I like the morning session best as it was easier to relate to. The afternoon was good
too as I didn't know the 3 softwares that were talked about in detail.
Omecka talk. Definitely interested in looking at this further back home.

What topics would you like the Digital Curation Community to address
in the future?
test
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Archival appraisal of born digital records Privacy/security policies and control for
restricted records
Scholars Portal Cloud
More tools. And collaborative projects between universities.
More hands on demonstrations, more granular examination of individual tools
(Omeka, ATOM etc.) Thanks!
-large scale, collaborative project development/grant funding etc.
Perhaps a more hands-on component where participants could actually work with
some of the tools. I believe it would really help the learning process.
Examples used at other universities.
Integration. UofT's talk about using Islandora and Omeka together was great. I'd like
to see more. Especially regarding OLRC.
We need to look seriously at solutions for Library and Archives for the growing
range of digital initiatives that we need to support. This was a good overview and
now we will need to figure out more in-depth how the solutions can help us and how
to put them together in a manageable way, and any possibilities of shared initiatives
(OCUL or multi-institution) -- so like a second step to build more "how to"
Same topics
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